Interactive Snow Avalanche Segmentation from Webcam Imagery: results, potential and limitations
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Abstract.

For many safety-related applications such as hazard mapping or road management, well documented avalanche events are crucial. Nowadays, despite research into different directions, the available data is mostly restricted to isolated locations where it is collected by observers in the field. Webcams are getting more frequent in the Alps and beyond, capturing numerous avalanche prone slopes several times a day. To complement the knowledge about avalanche occurrences, we propose to make use of this webcam imagery for avalanche mapping. For humans, avalanches are relatively easy to identify, but the manual mapping of their outlines is time intensive. Therefore, we propose to support the mapping of avalanches in images with a learned segmentation model. In interactive avalanche segmentation (IAS), a user collaborates with a deep learning model to segment the avalanche outlines, taking advantage of human expert knowledge while keeping the effort low thanks to the model’s ability to delineate avalanches. The human corrections to the prediction in the form of positive clicks on the avalanche or negative clicks on the background result in avalanche outlines of good quality with little effort. Relying on IAS, we extract avalanches from the images in a flexible and efficient manner, resulting in a 90% time saving compared to conventional manual mapping. If mounted in a stable position, the camera can be georeferenced with a mono-photogrammetry tool, allowing for exact geolocation of the avalanche outlines and subsequent use in geographical information systems (GIS). In this way all avalanches mapped in an image can be imported into a designated database, making them available for the relevant safety-related applications. For imagery, we rely on current and archive data from webcams that cover the Dischma valley near Davos, Switzerland and capture an image every 30 minutes during daytime since the winter 2019. Our model and the associated mapping pipeline represent an important step forward towards continuous and precise avalanche documentation, complementing existing databases and thereby providing a better base for safety-critical decisions and planning in avalanche-prone mountain regions.
1 Introduction

Information on avalanche occurrences is crucial for many safety-related applications: For hazard mitigation, the dimensions of past avalanches are crucial for planning new and evaluating existing protection measures (e.g., Rudolf-Miklau et al., 2015). For the derivation of risk scenarios and the estimation of avalanche frequency, past events are an important piece of information as well (Bründl and Margreth, 2015). Mapped avalanches are also used to validate and further develop numerical avalanche simulation software like SAMOS or RAMMS (Sampl and Zwinger, 2004; Christen et al., 2010). Today information on occurred avalanches is still mainly reported and collected at isolated locations, unsystematically by observers and (local) avalanche warning services though more recent research has proposed using satellite imagery (e.g., Eckerstorfer et al., 2016; Wesselink et al., 2017; Bianchi et al., 2021; Hafner et al., 2022). Depending on the source these reports contain information on the avalanche type, the avalanche size, the approximate release time, the complete outlines or at least the approximate location, the aspect, the type of trigger as well as additional parameters.

To enlarge the knowledge about avalanche occurrences, we propose a systematic recording of avalanches from webcam imagery. This usage of existing infrastructure allows for a large-scale application anywhere avalanche-prone slopes are already captured by webcams. The good temporal resolution, oftentimes between 10 and 60 minutes, allows for an near-realtime determination of release time. Furthermore, the sequence of images heightens the chance of obtaining an image without low cloud cover or fog that would prevent avalanche documentation of the whole avalanche. Except for our own initial proposition (Hafner et al., 2023) and Fox et al. (2023), we do not know of any attempt that makes use of this data source for avalanche identification and documentation. Fox et al. (2023) proposed two models in their initial experimental study for automatic avalanche detection from ground-based photographs: one for classifying images with and without avalanche occurrences and the other for segmenting the contained avalanches with bounding boxes. Opposed to their focus on finding the images and areas containing avalanches, we are aiming at extracting the exact avalanche outlines from the imagery.

There is only little work on webcam (-like) imagery, the dominant data source for automatic avalanche documentation so far has been satellite imagery (e.g., Bühler et al., 2019; Eckerstorfer et al., 2019; Hafner et al., 2021; Bianchi et al., 2021; Karas et al., 2022; Kapper et al., 2023). Optical satellite data, proven to be suitable to reliably capture avalanches (spatial resolution approx. 2m, or finer; Hafner et al., 2021, 2023), needs to be ordered and captured upon request which is expensive and dependent on cloud free weather conditions. Radar data has the big advantage of being weather independent, but with one satellite in operation, open access Sentinel-1 data is only available at selected dates (currently approx. every 12 days in Switzerland) and other suitable radar data needs to be ordered and purchased as well. Additionally, with a spatial resolution of approximately 10–15 m, it is not possible to confidently map avalanches of size 3 and smaller from Sentinel-1 imagery (Hafner et al., 2021; Keskinen et al., 2022). Furthermore, the exact or even approximate time of avalanche release cannot be retrieved from satellite data and remains unknown. However, if suitable satellite data is available areas affected by avalanches may be identified and documented continuously over large regions with identical methodology.

Identifying and delineating individual avalanches in any image is a form of instance segmentation, the canonical problem to detect individual objects and determine their outlines. This is important for example in the fields of autonomous driving (e.g.,...
De Brabandere et al., 2017), remote sensing (e.g., Liu et al., 2022) and medical imaging (e.g., Chen et al., 2020). Numerous instance segmentation models have been proposed in recent years that are based on the superior image understanding capabilities of deep learning. Besides the quest for fully automatic methods, there is also an area of research dedicated to Interactive Object Segmentation (IOS), where a human collaborates with the computer vision model to segment the desired object with high accuracy but low effort (Boykov and Jolly, 2001; Gulshan et al., 2010; Xu et al., 2016; Sofiiuk et al., 2020; Kontogianni et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2022; Kirillov et al., 2023). The human operator explicitly controls the predictions, first by an initial input to mark the desired object (e.g., through a click or scribbles), and then by iteratively adding annotations to correct the prediction where the automatic model makes mistakes, gradually refining the segmentation result. The goal is an accurate segmentation mask, provided by the IOS model with as little user input as possible. The key difference to instance segmentation are the user corrections and the way they are processed and encoded in the model. The vast majority of models proposed in recent years are employing clicks from the user for correcting the segmentation (e.g., Boykov and Jolly, 2001; Rother et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2016; Benenson et al., 2019; Kontogianni et al., 2020; Sofiiuk et al., 2021) and are using a combination of random sampling and simulating user clicks for training the model. The neighborhood of the clicked pixel is expanded to discs of three to five pixel radius or to Gaussians, depending on the model.

Applications relying on information about avalanche occurrences not only seek confirmation of an avalanche near a specific webcam but also require details such as the precise location, extent, aspect of the release area, and size of the avalanche. Since most webcams are mounted in a stable position, always capturing the same area, they may be georeferenced for a transfer of the avalanche area identified in the image to a map. There are several monophotogrammetry tools available to georeference single images, initially developed to georeference old photographs (e.g., Bozzini et al., 2012, 2013; Produit et al., 2016; Golparvar and Wang, 2021). Only with existing georeferencing the detected avalanches can be exactly geolocated, compared by size, aspect or slope angle as well as imported into existing long-term databases.

To complement the currently established ways avalanche occurrences are documented, we propose to make use webcam infrastructure regularly acquiring imagery for avalanche mapping. In the present work, we identify avalanches in imagery employing interactive object segmentation (Interactive Avalanche Segmentation, IAS) and investigate the transferability of our model results to the real world application in a user study. We use webcam imagery from stations maintained by the WSL-Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF (SLF) available every 30 minutes, in near-real time and the avalanche library published by Fox et al. (2023). Additionally, we propose a workflow to georeference the identified avalanches with the monophotogrammetry tool from Bozzini et al. (2012, 2013). By mapping avalanches from webcam imagery we enlarge existing avalanche databases, thereby allowing for better decision making for downstream applications.

2 Data

2.1 SLF Webcam network

Almost the whole Dischma Valley, a high alpine side valley of Davos, is covered by our webcams network made up of fourteen cameras mounted at six different locations (Fig. 1). The valley is about 13km long, the valley floor reaches from 1500m a.s.l to
2000m a.s.l., while the summits reach heights over 3000m a.s.l.. The Dischma valley is permanently inhabited in the lower five kilometers while the road leading to its upper part is closed in winter. With steep mountains on both sides of the valley over 80% of the entire area are potential avalanche terrain (Bühler et al., 2022). Outside the permanent settlements avalanches can only be monitored remotely, especially during high avalanche danger.

Each of our six stations is equipped with two to three cameras (usually a Canon EOS M100), operated with an independent power supply with a solar panel and a battery, except for Stillberg where we connected to existing power lines (Fig. 2). The acquisition of images every 30 minutes during daylight is programmed and automatically triggered by a small on-station-computer. This interval lowers the risk of cloud cover, and captures avalanches under different illumination conditions, once they have occurred. The images are then sent to SLF in near-real time via the mobile network and stored on a server. The first camera was mounted at the Büelenberg station in summer 2019, with the next four stations being established in the following months. The Börterhorn station came later, has only been in operation from December 2021 to June 2023 and has been moved to a new location with similar view in December 2023 (Hüreli station). The images have previously been used in the ESA DeFROST Project (ESA, 2020) and in Baumer et al. (2023).
2.2 Avalanche images and annotations

**SLF dataset**

We use imagery from the webcams at our stations for training (all except Börterhorn and Hüreli; Sect. 2.1). The images with a size of $6000 \times 4000$ pixels are from seven different cameras that captured well identifiable avalanches since being in operation. For training we prepared the images and cropped to $1000 \times 1000$ pixels, keeping only the avalanches and their immediate surrounding in the original resolution. For evaluating and for our user study we want to segment all captured avalanches per image, therefore we only resize the images to $3600 \times 2400$, the largest the model may handle.

The avalanches in the images were manually annotated with the smart labeling interface provided by Supervisely (Supervisely, 2023). The *SLF dataset* contains roughly 400 annotated avalanches (Tab. 1). About three quarters are used for training, testing and validation while the rest is used to test generalizability. For this we use images with a certain domain gap relative to the training images: 46 images from the two Börterhorn webcams, excluded from training (*WebNew*) and a set of 44 images taken from handheld cameras (*GroundPic*; Tab. 1). The *WebNew* contains mostly small avalanches, some of them captured un-
der diffuse illumination conditions, while the *GroundPic* depicts larger avalanches and includes some images of lower quality taken with mobile phones. For our user study we relied on a combination of different webcam images showing avalanches of different sizes and captured under varying illumination conditions. Of the 20 annotated avalanches (*UserPic*), 75% are unique to the dataset, while the rest are also part of the *WebNew* or the *GroundPic*.

**Table 1.** Overview of the datasets used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset name</th>
<th>Avalanche annotations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SLF</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Webcam imagery and annotations from our test site in Dischma (Fig. 1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vali</td>
<td>44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WebNew</strong></td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Imagery and annotations from the Börterhorn station (Fig. 1), whose two webcams were excluded from the <em>SLF train</em>, <em>vali</em> and <em>test</em> and have an unseen viewpoint relative to these images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GroundPic</strong></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Imagery and annotations taken from handheld cameras with an unseen viewpoint relative to all training images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UserPic</strong></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Imagery from webcams and corresponding annotations. 75% of the images are unique to this dataset while the rest are also part of the <em>WebNew</em> or <em>GroundPic</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UIBK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>2102</td>
<td>Imagery and annotations from Fox et al. (2023).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vali</td>
<td>382</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
<td>867</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UIBK dataset**

Fox et al. (2023) have published a dataset containing images of over 3000 avalanches from different perspectives with annotations of the avalanche type (slab, loose snow and glide snow avalanches). In addition to avalanches, their category "glide snow avalanche" also contains glide snow cracks where no avalanche has occurred (yet). We decided to include a selection of their annotations in some of our training configurations to evaluate the performance of our setup using a multi-source dataset. We are however interested in avalanches only, therefore we manually sorted out images with glide snow cracks and excluded them for training. Consequently, we used a subset of 2102 binary avalanche masks from their *UIBK dataset* for training and 382 avalanches for validation which we prepared by cropped to 1000 × 1000 pixels (Tab. 1). For the test dataset we kept all images, depicting 867 avalanches and glide snow cracks, to allow for a fair comparison to Fox et al. (2023). Fox et al. (2023) provide no details about the manual annotation procedure. We note that upon comparison their annotations are markedly coarser than ours, with significantly smoother and more generalized avalanche outlines (e.g., Fig. 3). We resized the images larger than 3600 × 2400 to that size for the evaluation.
3 Methodology

3.1 Model architecture

We use a state-of-the-art interactive segmentation model introduced by Sofiiuk et al. (2021): The HRNet+OCR (Wang et al., 2020; Yuan et al., 2020) serves as a backbone (core architecture), while the positive and negative clicks are encoded as discs with a fixed radius of 5 (Benenson et al., 2019). Semantic segmentation backbones usually take only RGB images as input, for interactive segmentation the handling of additional input, in our case encoded user clicks, needs to be carefully implemented (Fig. 4 and Fig. 4). Sofiiuk et al. (2021)'s solution to this is Conv1S: a convolutional block that outputs a tensor of exactly the same shape as the first convolutional block in the backbone. The output of the first backbone convolutional layer (usually 64 channels) is then summed up element-wise with the convolutional block applied to the encoded user clicks. With this implementation it is possible to choose a different learning rate for new weights without affecting the weights of a pre-trained backbone. A combination of random and iterative sampling strategies are employed to generate clicks for training, with masks from previous steps included in the iterative sampling procedure (Fig. 5). Morphological erosion is used to shrink the largest mislabeled region before setting the sampling point into its center, which proved to be superior to simply setting the next click in the center of the erroneous region (Mahadevan et al., 2018). The click may be positive, denoting the avalanche, or negative
for the background. In the evaluation mode the click is put at the center of the largest erroneous region, be it false positive or false negative, as proposed in Xu et al. (2016) or Li et al. (2018).

Figure 4. Illustration of the finetuning step of the IOS when training on avalanches.

We make the following adaptations to the original model from Sofiiuk et al. (2021):

- we train on patches of $600 \times 600$ pixels instead of $320 \times 480$, that we crop from varying places of our training images
- for data augmentation during training we additionally include random translation (max. 3%) and rotation (max. 10 degrees)
- we replace the manual multistep learning rate scheduler by a cosine learning rate scheduler to profit from a a decreasing learning rate without the need to fiddle with the steps and rates of decay
- we do not use the zoom-in function
- we use a batch size of 4 instead of 28 due to our relatively small training dataset but fine image resolution

3.2 Evaluation metrics

The raw predictions (i.e., the per-pixel probabilities for being part of the avalanche) are thresholded at 0.5 to obtain binary avalanche masks for the analyses. We use the Intersection over Union (IoU) as an indicator of spatial agreement between either the predicted and ground truth masks or the bounding boxes around those masks (e.g., Levandowsky and Winter, 1971).
Figure 5. Illustration on the handling of one avalanche when training the IAS model with clicks generated by random and iterative sampling. For the new prediction all previous clicks, as well as the previous mask (if available) are considered.

**Pixel-wise metrics**
On the pixel level of the masks we report the average Number of Clicks (NoC) necessary to reach IoU thresholds of 0.8 and 0.9, respectively (denoted as mNoC@80 and mNoC@90). Furthermore, we compare the IoU at click $k$ (for $k = 1, 2, ..., 20$) averaged over all the images (mIoU$_k$), since we aim for a high IoU with as few clicks as possible. Additionally, we report the number of images that do not reach 0.85 IoU, even after 20 clicks (NoC$_{20}$@85).

**Object-wise metrics**
On the object-level we compare the IoU of the bounding box of the predicted and the ground truth avalanche annotation. If the IoU between two bounding boxes is larger or equal to a threshold $t$, the detection is considered correct, while for values below the threshold $t$ it is not (Padilla et al., 2020). Like Fox et al. (2023) we first consider a $t$ of 5% between the bounding boxes as a match, but additionally we evaluate with $t \geq 50\%$, which is more standard value in literature (Redmon et al., 2016; He et al., 2018).

From the matches we compute the F1-score as

$$F1 = \frac{2 \cdot \text{PPV} \cdot \text{POD}}{\text{PPV} + \text{POD}},$$

where Probability of Detection (POD) and Positive Predictive Value (PPV) are defined as

$$\text{POD} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{PPV} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP},$$

where TP is true positive, FP is false positive and FN is false negative.

### 3.3 Experimental setup

To find the best model for interactively segmenting avalanches from our webcam imagery we evaluate several training regimes, all with the same model architecture (see Sect. 3.1). Our baseline is a model trained only on COCO+LVIS (104k images and...
1.6M instance-level masks; Lin et al., 2015; Gupta et al., 2019), meaning that it has never seen an avalanche. We then create three further versions by fine-tuning the model with different sets of avalanche data: AvaWeb trained on the **SLF dataset**, AvaPic trained on the **UIBK dataset** and AvaMix trained on a combination of those two (Tab. 1). Preliminary tests confirmed that fine-tuning the model pre-trained on **COCO+LVIS** is always superior to training from scratch using only avalanche data. This is in line with previous work on avalanches (Hafner et al., 2022). We perform hyperparameter tuning on the validation set (e.g. selecting the ideal number of training epochs: 90 for AvaWeb and AvaPic, 95 for AvaMix). We use the parameters selected on the validation fixed during our evaluation on the test set. For evaluation, we test how well the model generalizes to the **SLF test** as well as to images from other webcams (**WebNew**). We additionally evaluate on the **GroundPic** and the **UIBK test** to assess the robustness of the model configurations to images from outside our webcam perspective. In addition we compare to segmentation results from previous work by (Fox et al., 2023), by calculating bounding boxes for our predictions and evaluating their overlap with respect to the ground truth bounding boxes from the **UIBK test**.

### 3.4 User Study

The way click locations are chosen in the model has to be kept simple to reduce computational power. This may however lead to a gap between simulated clicks and real user behaviour. Therefore, it is important to explore if the way the model has learned to make avalanche segmentation faster also applies when real-users click. To investigate if the metrics from evaluating our model hold with real users who’s input is noisier and who may adapt to model behaviour, we carried out a small user study. Eight participants were given a short introduction and mapped one avalanche per **UserPic** image. For our user study we used the GUI provided by Sofiiuk et al. (2021), adapting it to save the click coordinates, the time needed per click as well as the predicted masks for each click together with the IoU. Since several images captured more than one avalanche, we added an arrow pointing at the desired avalanche in each **UserPic** image. Before segmenting the marked avalanches in **UserPic** the participants perform two trial segmentations that are not used for evaluation, to familiarize themselves with the GUI, the annotation protocol and the data characteristics. Participants were allowed a maximum number of 20 clicks per avalanche, but were told they could stop earlier if they were satisfied with the segmentation. As metrics for the user study we report the mNoC@80 and mNoC@90, compare the mIoU@k, the mean annotation time, the NoC_{20}@85 as well as the differences between the best and worst results in terms of mean IoU. To investigate variability in the avalanche areas identified, like in Hafner et al. (2023), we calculate pairwise IoU scores for the final masks from the last employed click per participant. To test whether the differences between the mIoU scores of the participants are statistically significant we used the two-sided t-test (as implemented in R Core Team, 2021) with significance level $p \leq 0.05$.

### 4 Results

#### Pixel-wise metrics

Evaluating on the **SLF test** the AvaWeb is almost 10% better than the others and almost 25% better than the baseline (**COCO+LVIS**; Fig. 6) from click 1. It remains on top but the others catch up by approximately click 16. AvaPic is consistently the worst at high
click numbers and even drops below the baseline. Adding the data from AvaWeb to AvaPic in the AvaMix improves the results, but only gets about halfway to the AvaWeb alone. Compared to the baseline all models trained with avalanches are superior to the baseline, especially for the first half of the clicks and except for the AvaPic for the last half of the clicks. Overall the AvaWeb needs the least clicks for reaching the desired IoU thresholds and only for one image never reaches the NoC20@85. The AvaPic, never reaches this threshold for five images while this is the case for only two images for the AvaMix and even the baseline reaches an IoU of 85% for more images. For the remaining analyses we are not going to consider the model trained only on COCO+LVIS (baseline).

![Figure 6](https://doi.org/10.5194/egusphere-2024-498)

**Figure 6.** Evaluation on the SLF test based on models trained with different datasets: Baseline (COCO-LVIS), AvaWeb (SLF train), AvaPic (UIBK train) and AvaMix (SLF + UIBK train).

**Table 2.** Results for the different datasets when evaluating on the SLF test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Pretrained weights</th>
<th>mIoU@1 [%]</th>
<th>mIoU@2 [%]</th>
<th>mIoU@3 [%]</th>
<th>mNoC@80</th>
<th>mNoC@90</th>
<th>NoC20@85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COCO+LVIS</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35.07</td>
<td>52.62</td>
<td>65.00</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>9.42</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvaWeb</td>
<td>COCO+LVIS</td>
<td><strong>58.59</strong></td>
<td><strong>73.40</strong></td>
<td><strong>78.30</strong></td>
<td><strong>3.31</strong></td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvaPic</td>
<td>COCO+LVIS</td>
<td>48.50</td>
<td>62.51</td>
<td>69.42</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>10.73</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AvaMix</td>
<td>COCO+LVIS</td>
<td>49.75</td>
<td>66.24</td>
<td>73.03</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To test how well the models generalize to new avalanches under varying perspectives, we test them on the WebNew, the *GroundPic* and the *UIBK test* (Fig. 8, Tab. 3): AvaWeb is superior with a margin of up to 30% from click 1 over the AvaPic and AvaMix on the WebNew (Tab. 2; Fig. 7). The AvaPic and AvaMix only catch up around click 10, but never surpass the AvaWeb. For all models the images in the NoC@85 category depict small, often long and slim avalanches located in the shade, on imagery acquired under diffuse illumination conditions and/or avalanches that have been snowed on, reducing overall visibility of the features (Fig. 9).

Figure 7. Example for an image from the *SLF test* that all three models solve well. The lighter the hue in the model predictions the higher the model certainty concerning the existence of an avalanche. In a close-up look the AvaWeb prediction exhibits more nuanced and detailed avalanche boundaries.

On the ground-based *GroundPic* the AvaWeb starts out being the worst by a margin of about 10% while it catches up and surpasses the AvaPic from click 5 onwards but never reaches the AvaMix. For the large but more coarsely annotated *UIBK test*, the AvaPic and the AvaMix are consistently superior to the AvaWeb by 10 to 20%. The AvaWeb struggles the most with ground-based close-up views of avalanches, often in combination with diffuse illumination conditions or shade as well as avalanches captured on coarse images from mobile phones (Fig. 10). For some of those avalanches the IoU score reached after 20 clicks is well below 50%. Overall for more than one fourth of all avalanches the AvaWeb never reaches the NoC@85, while this for the AvaPic and AvaMix this is the case for less than 1% of all avalanches. The AvaPic and AvaMix struggle mostly with the same images which depict close-up views of the release area of avalanches in diffuse illumination conditions or avalanches which have been snowed on and are hard to spot.

**Object-wise metrics**

Comparing bounding boxes the AvaWeb achieves an F1 score 0.13 higher than Fox et al. (2023), from the first click onwards (threshold 0.05; Tab. 4). For both the AvaPic and the AvaMix the F1 score is even close to 1, therefor by far superior to Fox et al. (2023) and higher than the AvaWeb. With a threshold of 0.5 for the overlap of the bounding boxes, the AvaPic and the AvaMix are again superior to the AvaWeb by around 0.2 and remain on top for click 3 and 5 also.

**User study**

For our User Study we loaded AvaWeb for making predictions upon user input. On average the participants employed 4.9 clicks for the *UserPic*, with variations from 1.25 to 9.63 clicks for the 20 different images. The employed clicks were on avalanches in 79% of all cases, while the rest was on the background. The avalanches that needed fewer clicks to reach a certain IoU threshold tended to be the smaller ones. Even though not everyone always clicked until an IoU of 85% was reached, on average only
Figure 8. Comparing mIoU per click for three datasets with a domain gap to the initial webcam data for our three training configurations: AvaWeb (SLF train), AvaPic (UIBK train) and AvaMix (SLF + UIBK train).

Table 3. Results when testing the generalizability on data not seen during training with a domain gap with respect to the training data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>mIoU@1 [%]</th>
<th>mIoU@2 [%]</th>
<th>mIoU@3 [%]</th>
<th>mNoC@80</th>
<th>mNoC@90</th>
<th>NoC@20@85</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WebNew</td>
<td>AvaWeb</td>
<td>55.61</td>
<td>68.24</td>
<td>73.85</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AvaPic</td>
<td>24.31</td>
<td>40.08</td>
<td>50.76</td>
<td>10.78</td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AvaMix</td>
<td>26.72</td>
<td>43.26</td>
<td>57.20</td>
<td>9.07</td>
<td>14.39</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GroundTest</td>
<td>AvaWeb</td>
<td>43.32</td>
<td>63.43</td>
<td>73.38</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>6.91</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AvaPic</td>
<td>54.63</td>
<td>71.25</td>
<td>76.92</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AvaMix</td>
<td>54.82</td>
<td>72.72</td>
<td>80.51</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>6.96</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UIBK test</td>
<td>AvaWeb</td>
<td>26.19</td>
<td>41.71</td>
<td>51.05</td>
<td>10.47</td>
<td>15.82</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AvaPic</td>
<td>44.28</td>
<td>61.29</td>
<td>70.37</td>
<td>5.84</td>
<td>11.26</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AvaMix</td>
<td><strong>45.70</strong></td>
<td><strong>62.67</strong></td>
<td><strong>70.99</strong></td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>11.72</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9. Example for an image from the WebNew with diffuse illumination and a long and slim avalanche that all three models struggle with. The lighter the hue in the model predictions the higher the model certainty concerning the existence of an avalanche.

Figure 10. Example of a close-up view of an avalanche from the GroundPic, where the AvaWeb struggles with correctly identifying the avalanche area close to the photographer. The lighter the hue in the model predictions the higher the model certainty concerning the existence of an avalanche.

one image remained below that value. This image depicts an avalanche that is located in a partly shaded and partly illuminated area, where especially in the shade features are hard to identify.

On average participants needed 6.5 seconds to reach an IoU of 80% and 9.1 seconds for an IoU of 90%. We do not know how much time is on average spent to map an avalanche with a "traditional method", like the avalanches part of the DAvalMap inventory Hafner et al. (2021). But we had one experienced person record the number of minutes needed for manually mapping about 275 avalanches (size on average 1.75) with the methodology described in Hafner et al. (study 2; 2023): On average 2 minutes and 36 seconds were required for mapping one avalanche, time needed ranging from one to eight minutes. This is more than 2 minutes extra than when relying on IAS and translates to a more than 90% saving in time compared to a manual mapping.

In our User study we observed large variations between the different participants: for the average number of clicks (2.90 to 8.10), the mNoC@80 (1.80 to 2.80) and the mNoC@90 (2.00 to 3.12). Additionally, for avalanches like in Fig. 11 (top) there is no clear "middle" to place the first click which results in very diverse click strategies for the participants, while for the avalanche in Fig. 11 (bottom) where clicks are placed is more homogeneous- first in the "middle" and then at the top and bottom correcting details. For clicks 1 to 5, where we had enough samples from all participants, we tested if the differences between the highest and the lowest mIoU are statistically significant: While they are not for IoU@1 and IoU@2 (t-test: p-value: > 0.05), for IoU@3 (p-value= 0.045), IoU@4 (p-value= 0.034) and IoU@5 (p-value= 0.035) they are. This is caused by very
Table 4. Comparison of F1 scores and standard deviation for the two different IoU thresholds (5% like Fox et al. (2023), and 50%) on the UIBK test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IoU 5%</th>
<th></th>
<th>IoU 50%</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fox et al. (2023)</td>
<td>AvaWeb</td>
<td>AvaPic</td>
<td>AvaMix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>automated</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.60</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click 1</td>
<td>-    0.76 ± 0.43</td>
<td>0.97 ± 0.16</td>
<td>0.96 ± 0.20</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click 3</td>
<td>-    0.99 ± 0.11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 ± 0.05</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>click 5</td>
<td>-    1 ± 0.08</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Illustration where the first three clicks in two images from the UserPic dataset are placed. Green dots denote positive clicks, red dots denote negative clicks.

consistent results with low standard deviation for the participants with the highest mIoU@k scores. When taking the mask from the last click as a final result, the differences between participants are however quite small: the mean pairwise IoU is
93.53%, the maximum 95.44% and the minimum 90.59%. Consequently, all pairs have an IoU within 5% of each other as their segmented final avalanche masks are very similar (Fig. 13).

**Figure 12.** Comparison of the mIoU for all participants of the User study to the mIoU of the AvaWeb evaluated on the UserPic dataset. Note that only two participants used the maximum possible number of 20 clicks.

When evaluating AvaWeb on the UserPic with simulated clicks and comparing to the User study results (see Tab. 5), the AvaWeb results are superior for all investigated metrics, except the mNoC@80. The participants with the highest mIoU@k hold up to the numbers from the model (Fig. 13).

**Table 5.** Comparison of the results from the User study with the model results when evaluating on the same imagery (UserPic).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>User Study</th>
<th>AvaWeb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mNoC@80</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>1.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mNoC@90</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>2.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoC@85</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mIoU@1 [%]</td>
<td>66.61</td>
<td>74.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mIoU@2 [%]</td>
<td>80.91</td>
<td>89.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mIoU@3 [%]</td>
<td>86.22</td>
<td>91.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5 Discussion**

Our results show that IAS enables segmentation of avalanche outlines from webcam imagery within seconds. The AvaWeb performs best for the two test datasets containing webcam imagery (SLF test and WebNew), performs on par with the dataset with a perspective unlike those of the webcams (GroundPic) but fails to generalize well to the large but coarsely annotated UIBK test with a large variety of perspectives and resolutions. In contrast, the models trained on larger and more diverse
datasets (AvaPic and AvaMix), exhibit lower mIoU scores and a higher amount of clicks to reach a certain IoU for all test sets containing webcam imagery (SLF test and WebNew), but they perform better on imagery not from webcams (GroundPic and UIBK test). The AvaMix seems to have learned more details since the mIoU scores are higher than in the AvaPic for three out of four datasets from approximately click 3 to 10. During those clicks, after the initial coarse segmentation, details of the avalanche are segmented. We suspect that the detailed annotations following the visible texture from the SLF dataset help the AvaMix to outperform the AvaPic.

Overall, the models struggle with images of avalanches recorded under unfavorable illumination conditions. This is in line with previous studies that found the agreement between different experts for manual mapping to be lower in shaded areas (Hafner et al., 2022, 2023). Furthermore, especially the AvaWeb struggles with close-up views of avalanches, oftentimes these images are photographed from below the avalanche resulting in a very specific perspective that the model has never seen during training. But overall the AvaWeb, with less than 10% of the training data of the other two models, achieves the best performance for two out of three test sets with detailed avalanche annotations (SLF test, WebNew, GroundPic). Even though the UIBK test contains perspectives unknown to the AvaWeb, we believe the low performance, approximately 20% lower IoU compared to AvaPic and AvaMix, is mostly caused by the coarseness of the annotations in combination with low resolution imagery which the model struggles to reproduce. But results also show that any model trained on avalanches is better than the baseline which has never before seen an avalanche. Investigating this in more detail is beyond the scope of this paper but for future work we recommend experimenting with a larger dataset of finely annotated avalanches from a variety of perspectives.

For their fully automated method Fox et al. (2023) only evaluated bounding box overlap which is less challenging than the pixel overlap we focused on. When comparing our IAS best models bounding boxes on the first click to their results, we
outperform their F1 score by a large margin (0.64 vs. 0.97). Consequently, we capture the area the avalanche covers better from the first prediction onwards.

In our user study the participants with the best performance are as good as the simulation, but the mean IoU scores of all participants cannot beat the model (Tab. 5). We attribute this to the lack of serious training (visible in the variations of the number of clicks and time used) and knowing that estimations of avalanche area exhibit large variabilities (Hafner et al., 2023) as there is no clear unambiguous definition of an avalanche boundary. Since the differences between the model and the participants are rather small, we consider the way user clicks are simulated during training representative of employed real-life click strategies.

Compared to manual mapping using IAS saves about 90% of time needed for mapping, even when compared to manually mapping relatively small avalanches (average size 1.75) that take less time to map in an area well known to the person mapping.

In practice, when using the tool to segment new avalanches the user needs to decide when the predicted and corrected mask is detailed enough. Consequently, the final masks are the most important. As opposed to Hafner et al. (2023) the mean pairwise IoU scores for the avalanche area mapped (pixels in our case), are within 5% of each other and all have an IoU above 0.9 with respect to the ground truth mask (Fig. 13). Consequently, IAS not only improves efficiency but enhances the reliability, defined as the consistency of repeated measurements or judgements of the same event relying on the same process (Cronbach, 1947), as it guides the participants and constrains the results. Even though we had no overlapping avalanches in our UserPic, we still believe our findings also apply in this more challenging scenario.

Figure 14. Example of avalanches segmented from an image with AvaWeb (left) and the corresponding avalanches displayed on a map after they have been georeferenced with the monoplotting tool (right, Bozzini et al. (2012); map source: Federal Office of Topography).

Webcams have limited coverage and cannot record avalanches in a spatially continuous manner like satellite imagery may (Bühler et al., 2019; Eckerstorfer et al., 2019; Hafner et al., 2022), but their temporal resolution is superior and allows for a better monitoring of the avalanche activity over the course of the winter leading to more complete datasets allowing for more detailed analysis of e.g. predisposition factors. The inclusion into existing databases however requires, the georeferenc-
ing of the avalanches, achievable with e.g. monophotogrammetry tools like Bozzini et al. (2012, 2013); Produit et al. (2016) or Golparvar and Wang (2021). The georeferencing allows for avalanches segmented in an image to be displayed on a map (like exemplary shown in Fig. 14). Without that the application is limited to providing an overview on the current activity to an avalanche warning service while all other downstream applications cannot profit from the data. As long as the camera is not moved and the image section remains stable, the georeferencing needs to be done only once per camera and can be reused for all subsequent images.

As opposed to fully automatic avalanche segmentation IAS requires a human annotator. We do not see this as a disadvantage, but rather complementary since humans are present and will remain present in the future in many settings where avalanches are recorded, either connected to work or as part of winter leisure activities in the mountains.

Compared to the traditional way of mapping avalanches IAS saves over 90% time, even though we believe that we underestimate the average manual mapping time per avalanche since the avalanches were time was recorded were rather small (mean size 1.75) and all located in an area well known to the one person mapping.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

We introduce a novel approach to map avalanches from webcam imagery employing Interactive Object Segmentation. During training the user’s clicks that guide and correct the predictions are simulated, optimizing the model to quickly identify the features of an avalanche. With IAS a human user may, in seconds instead of minutes, segment the desired avalanche in collaboration with the model. Compared to satellite imagery, webcam imagery covers only limited areas. However, the abundance of webcams and the better temporal resolution of approximately 10 to 60 minutes increases the likelihood of capturing avalanches even under adverse visibility conditions, offering a very valuable complementary data source for existing avalanche databases. This allows documentation of the avalanche activity for a whole season compared to just one extreme event like in Bühler et al. (2019). Additionally, the release time may be determined with less uncertainty, helping the avalanche warning and research to better connect the snow and weather conditions to avalanche releases.

In combination, IAS and georeferencing have great potential to improve avalanche mapping: Existing monophotogrammetry tools may be used to import avalanches detected with IAS from webcams. Assuming the camera position and area captured is stable the georeferencing can be reused for all subsequent images, like done before for webcam-based snow cover monitoring (Portenier et al., 2020). In the future existing approaches could be enhanced and expanded to a pipeline hosting the entire process from IAS to georeferencing and for importing the detected avalanches into existing databases. Furthermore, we see potential to automatically georeference images from mobile devices with the available information on the location and orientation in combination with the visible skyline and a digital elevation model (DEM). This would allow avalanche observers and the interested backcountry skiers to photograph an observed avalanche, quickly segment it with IAS and automatically send the georeferenced outlines to existing databases making them available to e.g. the avalanche warning service. This would make the outlines and geolocation of avalanches mapped in the field more reliable compared to the “traditional” mapping approach.
described in Hafner et al. (2023). The possibility to record observed avalanches in an easy way could also help to motivate
more people in reporting observed avalanches and therefore enlarge current databases with valuable detailed records.

Compared to the currently widely used mapping method (study 2; Hafner et al., 2023), segmenting an avalanche with IAS
saves over 90% time and the results are more reliable in terms of consistency between mappings from different individuals. The model as is may also be used to annotate images or correct existing annotations with minimum user input. These may be used to develop and enhance models for automatic avalanche segmentation, saving time while generating outlines that follow the visible avalanche textures, easing the learning, thereby getting more accurate and reliable in the future. Overall this is a promising approach for continuous and precise avalanche documentation, complementing existing databases and thereby providing a better base for safety-critical decisions and planning in avalanche-prone mountain regions.
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